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Abstract

This paper presents an eective strategy for function cache management in the context of
incremental attribute evaluation. The evaluators we study consist of pure functions which are
memoized to achieve incremental evaluation. To prevent unbounded growth of the function
cache a strategy for managing this cache is needed. Our strategy only keeps in the cache
the functions used in the reevaluation of the current input. This strategy has the following
properties: it eciently handles Higher-order Attribute Grammars, it works well when a
sequence of modications on the input exhibits some locality of work and measurements show
that for sequences of typical tree transformations the evaluator consumes only a fraction of
memory with our strategy than with a complete memoization, and is even slightly faster.

1 Introduction
This paper presents an eective strategy for function cache management in the context of
incremental attribute evaluation. The attribute evaluators we study consist of pure, recursive
functions. The incremental behaviour is obtained by memoizing function calls. To prevent unbounded growth of the cache a strategy to manage this cache is needed. We propose a simple
strategy which only uses dynamic information and is based on the assumption that the locations
of most changes in the input are strongly correlated. Our strategy only keeps in the cache entries
for functions calls used in the reevaluation of the current input. It eciently handles Higher-order
Attribute Grammars and it works well when a sequence of modications on the input exhibits
some locality of work.
Several programming environments repeatedly apply a software tool to a sequence of similar
inputs. Examples include compilers, interpreters and text processors whose inputs are usually
incrementally modied text les. This motivates the development of incremental versions of such
tools, i.e., tools which can eciently recompute the result of a function when the input has changed
only slightly. Attribute grammars are a suitable formalism for specifying such tools [Kas91].
From an attribute grammar incremental attribute evaluators can be automatically derived which
evaluate any particular input [RTD83, Pen94]. Incremental attribute evaluation is particularly
suited to implement language-based editors where the performance of the evaluator is primordial,
since the feedback it provides may guide the user through the editing process.
The main question in the implementation of a function memoization scheme is which cache
management to employ. The complete memoization of functions quickly decreases the performance of the evaluator due to the fast growth of the cache. We also show that traditional cache
management algorithms are not suited for incremental attribute evaluation.
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We implemented our strategy in the Lrc system, a generator of incremental attribute evaluators. Measurements show that for typical program transformations the evaluator is 7% faster with
our strategy than with the complete memoization strategy, using only a fraction of the memory.
These results also prove that it is possible to eciently perform incremental attribute evaluation
without consuming too much memory.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: section 2 briey presents incremental attribute
evaluation. Section 3 discusses several visit-function cache updating strategies. Results of complete
memoization are presented and we show why traditional cache management strategies do not work
in incremental attribute evaluation. Section 4 presents an eective cache management strategy.
In section 5 results of our strategy are presented. Section 6 briey compares our strategy with
other approaches. Section 7 presents the conclusions.

2 Incremental Attribute Evaluation
Higher-order attribute grammars (HAG) [VSK89] extend the classical attribute grammar formalism [AM91, Paa95]. In a HAG an attribute itself can have attributes (which can have attributes, etc.). Such an attribute is called an attributable attribute (an ata). Traditional attribute
evaluators have problems with the incremental evaluation of ata's. When an ata changes one
must recompute the attributes of the ata, unless one can reuse the values of the ata's attributes
that were computed when decorating the ata. To achieve this reuse one must somehow compare
the new value of the ata with its old one and determine which parts of the ata have remained
unchanged. This is in general an expensive computation, because ata's can be large trees.
Our approach to the incremental evaluation of HAGs is as follows. First, we use functional
evaluators that consist of pure functions, called visit-functions. Each function take as parameter
a tree and some inherited attributes of the root node of the tree and returns a subset of the
synthesized attributes of the tree. Second, attribute values are not stored in the nodes of the tree,
they only exist as function arguments and function results. Third, the calls to visit-functions are
memoized in a function cache. Each entry in a function cache stores the arguments and results of
one function call.
These evaluators eciently handle the incremental evaluation of ata's. When an ata changes
only slightly, many of the function calls to compute the attributes of the changed ata are found
in the cache. Our evaluator method has an additional advantage. When several equal trees (or
ata's) are decorated with the same inherited attributes then only one instance is decorated. All
other decorations result in a cache hit.

3 Visit-Function Cache Updating
We now return to the problem of updating the visit-function cache. When considering dierent
update strategies the correctness of the attribute evaluator is not inuenced, since it is always
possible to remove any element from the cache. Eciency is the only concern. So, the main issues
of the cache updating algorithm are: which algorithm to use and when to invoke the removal
algorithm.
We distinguish between Attribute Grammar Dependent and Attribute Grammar Independent
caching managements strategies. The former includes all the strategies that use some knowledge
about the AG to dene which visit-functions may or may not be cached. It is possible to use
static analysis in order to determine which visit-function calls may not be cached. For example,
visit-functions applied to subtrees that are instances of productions whose right-hand side consists
of terminal symbols only may not be cached. The latter consists of strategies that do not have
any knowledge about the AG. This includes all the probabilistic cache management strategies.
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Incremental attribute evaluation is particularly suited to implement language-based editors,
i.e., for performing incremental semantic analysis of programs [RTD83]. The editor maintains
the abstract syntax tree of the input and each modication/edit action is described as a tree
transformation. A single tree transformation is denoted by t0 = t[r r0 ], where t0 is the tree
resulting from replacing r by r0 in t. This tree transformation is represented in gure 1. A tree
transformation may cause attributes to have inconsistent values, not only in the subtree where
the transformation was applied, but also elsewhere in the tree. The set of attribute instances that
require a new value is denoted by .
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Figure 1: Tree transformation t0 = t[r

r0 ].

We dene Atree (t) as the set of all attribute instances associated to the nodes of tree t. Each
step of a sequence of tree transformations is a single tree transformation. We call a tree transformation t0 = t[r r0] a global tree transformation, if jAtree (t0)j  jj, and a local tree transformation
if jAtree(t0 )j  jj. The assumption of the editing model is that almost all tree transformations
are local.

3.1 Denition of Experiments
To measure the performance of incremental evaluators we used a Pascal program and one
of the incremental attribute evaluators produced by the Lrc system. The incremental evaluator
is a two-visit evaluator and performs semantic analysis, but no code generation. The Pascal
source program implements a text formatting program and has 19 procedures and consists of
about 500 lines ( 15000 characters). We have performed several modications to this program.
We consider two dierent sequences of real program modications/edit actions in that program:
one with 7 global tree transformations (GC) and another with 6 local tree transformations (LC).
These two sequences of program modications will be used throughout this text.
As global tree transformations we have considered the following tree changes: change the
name of a global procedure and add a global variable (instruction nvalX:integer;). As local
tree transformations we have considered three dierent changes in two dierent procedures. The
two procedures are in dierent parts of the text, one is the second procedure in the source text
(procedure 2) and the other is the nineth (procedure 9). We refer the procedures by the position
they have in the text. The local changes were made in the following order: add a local variable
x:integer; to the procedure , add a small statement x := 0; at the beginning of the procedure
and add another statement x := x + 1; at the end of the procedure. These program modications
are sumarized in table 1.
Note that, since our approach allows multiple tree transformations, it is possible to perform
all the edit actions before redecoration takes place. However, in order to analyse the incremental
behaviour of our approach we perform a redecoration after each edit action.

3.2 Complete Memoization of Visit-Function Calls
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Table 1: Global and Local Program Modications.
With complete memoization of visit-function calls, each dierent visit-function call nds a place
in the cache. The cache is organized as a hash array of collision lists. Locating a visit-function
call v in this cache includes traversing a list comparing the function and the arguments of v within
each element of the list. Thus, the cache overhead is strongly related too the size of these lists.
In table 2 we present results of processing the Pascal program. We present the number
of misses (i.e., the number of function calls computed) and hits (the number of function calls
reused), the number of lookup operations performed (more precisely the number of visit-function
call comparisons), the number of bytes used to store the visit-functions in the cache and the
evaluator's runtime (in seconds).
Cache Strategy
No Memoing
(non incremental)
Full Memoing ( )
Full Memoing ( )
 Evaluation
(memoing without hits)
Cache Strategy
I

II

No Memoing
(non incremental)
Full Memoing

Hash Array Misses
10007
1009
1009
Hash
Array
1009

8147
8147
11391
Misses
34523

Hits
-

Lookups Cache Entries Runtime
0.96

1542
1542
0

5199
34931
55189

351516
351516
456552

Global Changes
Hits
Runtime
0 96 + (7  0 96)

Misses
-

12483

13686

:

:

= 7 68
1 09 + 5 02
= 6 11
:

:

:

:

1.07
1.09
1.25
Local Changes
Hits
Runtime
0 96 + (6  0 96)
:

2728

:

= 6 72
1 09 + 0 74
= 1 83
:

:

:

:

Table 2: Results of decoration from scratch and incremental evaluation processing the Pascal
program.
The rst part of the table consists of processing the program from scratch using dierent congurations. In the rst row we use a conventional attribute evaluator. In the second and third
rows results using full memoing are presented. These two results were obtained using dierent
congurations of the cache. The evaluator's performance is better in (I ) since it performs fewer
lookup operations, i.e., it performs ve times fewer lookup operations and the running time is 2%
better than in (II ). In this text we will use and compare our results with the second conguration
(II ). This is only due to practical reasons, since we will use two sequences of small tree transformations as benchmarks and they would have a negligible impact in the growth of the cache in
conguration (I ). Nevertheless, the results will be the same in (I ) if we perform more tree transformations, or when the size of the cache compared to the size of the tree becomes less favourable.
The full memoing version is 11% slower than the exhaustive version (i.e., non incremental) due
to the costs of memoization. The memoing version reuses 1542 visit-function calls ( 20% of all
the function calls)! This reuse is due to equivalent decorations of shared subtrees. For example,
in a normal Pascal program all occurrences of a variable in the same scope are evaluated in the
same way. The same holds for statements like i := i + 1. The memoization overhead however
is not compensated completely by this sharing, and still a 11% time increase is present. In the
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fourth row we changed the system to "really" evaluate the  attribute instances, i.e., we do not
reuse any visit-function and always store the new visit-function call in the cache. Obviously, the
runtime increases and is 17% greater than the full memoing version. This is what we have gained
with the sharing of equivalent subtrees.
In the second part of table 2 we present results of incremental evaluation. The runtimes
presented are divided into two groups: the rst one is the time obtained in the initial processing
of t to reach the point where the transformations were applied and the time of the evaluation of
the updates themselves. As expected, the incremental evaluator performs quite well with local
tree transformations. We have a speedup of 7:8 considering only the incremental evaluation of the
tree transformations (i.e., processing the modications li ;    ; lvi) and a speedup of 3:7 with the
decoration from scratch. As to be expected, global tree transformations have poor incremental
behaviour (speedup of 1:3), since most of the attribute instances must be reevaluated and can
not be reused. However, global tree transformations are intrinsically hard problems giving poor
results in other approaches as well.
In gure 2 we present a graphical representation of the running times obtained for each tree
transformation. The horizontal line EE represents the time the Exhaustive Evaluation takes when
processing both sequences of tree transformations. Since the changes as such are minimal, all
these times are almost equal.
time
(sec.)
EE

1

GC

.75
.5
.25

LC
t
t

gi
li

gii
lii

giii giv
liii liv

gv
lv

gvi
lvi

gvii

edit actions:
global changes
local changes

Figure 2: Exhaustive, global and local running times.
In the sequence of global changes the evaluator's performance decreases due to the growth
of the visit-function cache. Each global tree transformation induces many new entries in the
cache and consequently makes the lookup operations more and more expensive. Observe that, in
the program modications giv ; gv and gvi the evaluator's performance decreases when processing
similar transformations (add a global variable). Observe also that exactly the same modication
(rename procedure 17) performed in gi and gvii is processed 10% slower in gvii due to the growth
of the cache.
In the sequence of local changes the cache's growth is much smaller, since each tree change
only induces a few new entries in the cache. Its growth did not have (yet) any impact on the
evaluator's running time. Note however, that the running time decreases after three edit actions.
This happens because the modication liv is the rst change in the second procedure and the path
to root of this procedure is smaller, and fewer attribute instances must be reevaluated. The same
change in the rst procedure (li ) is processed 3 times slower. Although the size of the visit-function
cache did not inuence the evaluator's performance in this sequence of local changes, its growth
will eventually inuence it if we perform more and more edit actions.
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3.3 Why Traditional Cache Management Algorithms Do Not Work
One of the most commonly used cache replacement strategies is the Least-Recently-Used (Lru)
algorithm. The algorithm is very simple and its update operation is fast. However, this simple
algorithm per se is not suited for incremental attribute evaluation. We will explain why by using
a simple example.
Without loss of generality, consider a two-pass attribute evaluator and assume that both passes
require the computation of approximately the same number of visit-functions. Let us assume that
the cache can only store 50% of the visit-functions needed to compute when processing a particular
input from scratch.
After processing this input from scratch the cache stores the calls to visit-functions performed
in the second pass of the evaluator. If we then change the input and call the evaluator it will have
a poor incremental behaviour: the evaluator starts the decoration by performing its rst pass
and no visit-function call in this pass is found in the cache. Note that when the evaluator starts
its second pass the cache holds the entries from the previous pass. The cache always contains
the visit-functions applied in the "other" pass. The algorithm has been implemented in the Lrc
system and the results are presented in table 3. We used a x bucket strategy, with 4 positions
per bucket.
Evaluation
Strategy
Lru

Global Changes
Misses Hits Runtime
72085 6919
8.76

Local Changes
Misses Hits Runtime
33012 2977
3.56

Table 3: Results of the Lru cache updating algorithm processing the changes of table 1.
As we can see the performance of the incremental evaluator decreases in both sequences of
tree transformations. We can also observe that when processing the global transformations the
incremental evaluator's performance is worse than the non-incremental one (8:76 > 7:68).

4 ULE Updating Strategy
Consider the single tree transformation t0 = t[r r0] and let u be a subtree of t and t0 that
is not aected by the tree transformation, as represented in gure 1. The incremental evaluation
of t0 reuses the visit-function applied to the root of u. However, all the visit-function applied to
the subtrees of u are not reused, since the hits occur at the top of the subtree and the evaluator
skips the visits to u. More generally, all the visit-functions applied to subtrees not aected by
a tree transformation are not reused in the incremental decoration of the resulting tree, with
the exception being the visit-functions applied to their roots. In gure 1 the nodes which are
parameters of the reused visit-functions are marked with a disk. Observe that, keeping all the
other entries in the cache decreases its speed and the evaluator only reuses them if a future tree
transformation aects those subtrees.
A possible cache strategy, which we called Used in Last Evaluation (Ule), keeps only in the
cache the entries which were used in the redecoration of the current input. Ule assumes that if the
current tree transformation did not aect a set of subtrees U , then the following transformation will
probably not aect U , i.e., it assumes that a sequence of tree transformations exhibits locality. If
the following tree transformation does not aect any subtree in U , then this cache updating strategy
is optimal. By optimal we mean that the cache contains the minimum number of visit-function
entries that need to be applied to redecorate the subtrees in U (the visit-functions applied to the
roots of the subtrees in U ) and ensures that the incremental evaluator runs in O(j [ Apath (t0 ; r0)j)
steps, where Apath (t0; r0) is the set of attribute instances associated to the nodes in the path from
the root of t0 to the root of r0, including the roots of t0 and r0. The overhead due to having more
visit-functions cached than needed in this case is zero.
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Let new(t0 ; C ) be the set of new visit-functions that need to be applied to compute the attribute
instances in  using cache C and let used(t0 ; C ) be the set of entries of C which are used when
processing t0 . Then the new cache obtained when processing t0 is:

C 0 = used(t0; C ) [ new(t0 ; C )
The algorithm that determines C 0 is simple. When processing t0, every time a hit in C occurs,
the respective entry is copied from C to C 0 , since it is an element of used(t0 ; C ). When a miss occurs
it means a new visit-function is being applied, so a new entry must be stored in C 0 , since it is an
element of new(t0; C ). After decorating t0 the cache C 0 contains the elements used(t0 ; C ) [ new(t0 ; C ).
In this algorithm, the size of the cache C 0 is always smaller than the cache obtained when processing
the changed tree from scratch.

5 Performance of ULE Updating Strategy
We implemented the Ule cache updating strategy in the Lrc system. Table 4 presents the
results of processing the two sequences GC and LC of edit actions.
Cache
Strategy
Ule-Cache

Global Changes
Misses Hits
Runtime
40523 12268 1 09 + 4 84
:

:

= 5 93
:

Misses
13848

Local Changes
Hits Runtime
2709 1 09 + 0 69
:

1 78

:

:

Table 4: Results of the Ule cache updating strategy.
Comparing these results with those obtained using the full memoing strategy (see table 2), the
runtime decreases in both sequences of tree transformations, 4% and 3% in the global and local
tree transformations respectively. The memory needed for caching the visit-functions, decreases
in both strategies: after the sequence of global tree transformations, the size of the cache using
the Ule algorithm is 7:2 times smaller than when using complete memoing. After processing
the sequence of local tree transformations, the evaluator uses 8 times less memory! The total
number of visit-function call comparisons performed during the lookup operations also decreases
signicantly, since the caches are smaller.
In gure 3 we present the running times (gure 3.a) and the memory used to store the visitfunction calls (gure 3.b) during both sequences of tree transformations. The results obtained
using the full memoing strategy are also presented (lines labelled with FM).
As we can see in the gure 3.a, in almost all the tree transformations the evaluator's performance using the Ule-cache is better than the full memoing version. As far as memory consumption is concerned, in both sequences of tree transformations the evaluator uses much less memory
than when processing from scratch, and the memory used remains constant. Observe that the
Ule-cache evaluator has the same runtime when processing gi and gvii, since the growth of the
cache does not aect its performance, as in the full memoing strategy. In the sequence of local
transformations the evaluator has also a better runtime when processing lii ; liii; lv and lvi since
the cache's size is smaller than the full memoing version and consequently the lookup operation
is faster. However, the performance decreases when processing giv and liv . In these transformations the "user" jumped from one part of the tree to another. Using the Ule strategy, this
transformation implies that the smallest subtree, which contains the changed subtree and whose
visit-function calls applied to its root are stored in the cache, has to be redecorated from scratch.
This problem, that we call the jump edit action, will be analysed in detail in the next section.

5.1 The Jump Edit Action
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Figure 3: Running times and memory consumption of the Ule strategy.
We dened a jump edit action as two consecutive transformations in dierent parts of the tree.
For example, when an user makes some changes in one procedure in a program and after that he
changes another procedure. We analyse the behaviour of our approach in this situation. Consider
the nite number of tree transformations:
t0 ,! t1 ,!    ,! tn
Suppose that each ti is obtained from ti,1, with 1  i  n, by a subtree replacement in the same
subtree of t0 . Let r be this subtree. Suppose also that the only attribute instances aected by the
tree transformations are  = Atree (r) and those on the path to the root. Using the Ule cache
strategy, the incremental evaluator runs in less than or equal to O(j [ Apath (ti ; r)j) steps, i.e.,
with its best performance. The cache Ci has the minimal number of entries needed to guarantee
that performance of the evaluator, i.e., it is specialised to perform incremental decorations in that
part of the tree. So, the overhead of the cache is minimal.
Consider now that after those n tree transformations the user jumps to another part of the
tree and replaces the subtree q0 , as represented in gure 4.
t
p
q
q0

r

s

Figure 4: The jump edit action: after a sequence of transformations in r the "user" changes a
subtree of q.
Let q be the smallest subtree of t which contains q0 and whose visit-function calls that have
these subtrees as arguments are stored in cache C . Note that the subtree q was not aected by
the previous tree transformations. So, only the visit-functions applied to its root are cached. In
this case, the Ule strategy runs in less than or equal to O(j [ Atree (q) [ Apath (t; q)j) steps. It
needs to redecorate the entire subtree q from scratch. This happens when processing the change
liv in LC (see gure 3).
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Let us now assume that the user returns to subtree r. Then the subtrees r and s must be
redecorate from scratch, since only the visit-function applied to their parent are in the cache. This
happens when the user jumps to a deepest level of the tree. Note that in the sequence of local
transformations if we perform exactly the same edit actions but starting by changing procedure 2
and after that jumping to procedure 9, then the impact in the evaluator's performance is larger.
In this case a large subtree containing all the procedures dened after procedure number 2 must
be redecorated from scratch. In table 5 we present the results obtained.
Cache
Strategy
Ule-Cache

Local Changes
Misses Hits Runtime
18189 3183
2 53
:

Table 5: Results of the Ule strategy processing Lc in reverse order.
As expected the runtime of the evaluator decreases signicantly. Nevertheless, this performance
of the evaluator when processing some jump edit actions is not surprising, since our strategy
assumes that there exists some locality in the tree transformations. The jump edit action can
be eciently handled in our approach if we keep in the cache a subset of visit-functions applied
in the subtrees not aected by the tree transformations. That is, if we memoize visit-functions
applied to subtrees of p; q and s in the previous example. Determining which entries must remain
always in the cache might be done by performing a static analysis of the AG. However, since we
are only using dynamic information we can use the size of the subtree, where the visit-function
is applied, to decide whether we cache the visit-function or not. When performing incremental
attribute evaluation it is better to memoize large subtrees, since a hit in the respective entry
represents that visits to large subtrees can be skipped. In table 6 we present the results obtained
when processing the reverse of the sequence of local tree transformations and keeping in the cache
the visit-functions applied to those subtrees which are greater at least 10% of the input tree.
Cache
Strategy
-Cache
U le

Local Changes
Misses Hits Runtime
7389 1047
1 71
:

Table 6: Results of the Ule strategy keeping large subtrees in the cache.
Besides solving the problem of the jump edit action, this strategy also increases the performance
of the evaluator. The running time of the evaluator decreased 33% when compared with the pure
Ule-cache strategy (see table 5). This evaluator is also 7% faster than the full memoing evaluator
processing the same edit actions. This improvement of the performance is due to have a smaller
and consequently faster cache.

6 Brief Comparison with Other Approaches
There has been a lot of research on incremental attribute evaluation, ever since Reps [RTD83]
rst used attribute grammars for performing incremental semantic analysis of programs. The goals
of the following approaches are very similar to ours, but they use a dierent methodology.
Change Propagation - Reps [RTD83] proposes a simple approach to incremental attribute
evaluation which involves propagating changes through the attributed tree. It uses a dependency
graph to ensure that an attribute instance is evaluated only after all the instances it depends on
have been assigned their nal values. It needs also to keep track of which attributes changed
value. Furthermore, this approach only allows one single edit action before decoration takes place.
Yeh and Kastens [YK88] propose an approach that eliminates the need of the dependency graph
and that allows multiple tree transformations. Both approaches have an optimal running time
processing OAG's. However, they consume too much memory and become extremely complicated
and far from when processing HAG's [TC90].
9

Function Caching - Pugh [PT89] caches the semantic function calls in order to achieve incrementality. Our approach is more ecient since a cache hit for a visit-function call means that
an entire visit to an arbitrarily large tree can be skipped. Observe also that a visit-function may
return the results of several semantic functions at same time.

7 Conclusions
This report presented a strategy for eective function cache management in the context of
attribute evaluation. The proposed function cache management strategy only keeps in the cache
entries for function calls used in the reevaluation of the input. This strategy solves the problem of
the innite growth of the function cache. Moreover, it also improves the performance of the incremental evaluator, since the resulting cache is smaller and consequently faster. We also presented
several optimisations to solve the problem of handling jump edit actions.
For experimental purposes, those strategies have been implemented in the Lrc system. Measurements show that for a small sequence of tree transformations our evaluator is 7% faster than
the full memoing evaluator. As far as memory consumption is concerned, our evaluator consumes
only a fraction of the memory and its consumption remains constant during the sequences of tree
transformations performed.
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